f lip & tumble

24-7 bag
from bag to ball
With a go anywhere do anything style, it’s the perfect bag to keep with
you 24-7. This bag is a hot gift item with colors from a sassy superpink to
more mellow midnight. Compacting it is a breeze with its patent pending
attached stretch pouch that compacts the bag into a small ball.

stretchy pouch makes it a cinch to compact into a ball
felt shoulder patch keeps loads feeling light
ripstop nylon premium, durable and machine washable
bag body 12” x 14“x 5”
strap 26”
holds 35lbs
ball about the size of a peach

black / slate

brown / sky

eggplant / slate

midnight / slate

deep aqua / sky

pea green / sky

lemon / slate

orange / sky

red / slate

superpink / slate

patent pending

sold in 6-packs
by color

cross body bag
An adjustable-length cross body bag perfect for traveling, city day trips, or
biking across town. This bag is perfect for adventure down to the details.
The zippered pocket will keep your accouterments safe and organized. Keep
on the move as you get ready to embark, the bag packs away into a handy
storage zip pouch. This little pouch does double duty later as a snap-in
pocket inside the bag.

ripstop nylon premium, durable and machine washable
bag body 12” x 14“x 4.5”
strap adjustable cross body
zippered front pocket secure convenient storage

black / black

grey / grey

blue / dark blue

grey / light blue

green / grey

red / grey

snap in zip pouch zip pouch doubles as inside pocket

sold in 3-packs
by color

recycled

tote bag
new!

A fresh take on the classic tote. This one is made of recycled material, light as
air, and machine washable to boot. A handy zip pocket doubles as a pouch
for simple stowaway. Take it out for a spin to the market, the beach, the gym
and more.

fabric made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles

lightweight weighs only 3oz.
machine washable easy to keep clean
recycled fabric is made from recycled plastic
bag body 12” x 15“x 4.5”
zip pouch makes compacting and storing a breeze

sold in 3-packs
by color

raspberry

salmon

green

teal

navy

grey

wine bag
A lightweight wine bag perfect for toting your favorite vintage to
a dinner party, restaurant, or picnic. Give the bag as a gift to your
favorite wine lover, hostess, or anyone on your list. Compacts easily
into its pouch for storage and reuse. Wine spills are no problem with
this machine washable bag.

new!

lightweight weighs only 1/2 oz.
compacts into a small disc
bag body 9” tall x 5.75 wide”

sold in 6-packs
by color

superpink

red

pea green

teal

eggplant

slate

recycled

backpack

With a nod to retro style, this backpack keeps you hands free to
explore, trek, and travel. Easily rolls up into a built-in zip pouch that
doubles as a pocket for quick stashing on the go.

new!
fabric made from 100%
recycled plastic bottles

recycled fabric is made from recycled plastic
bag body 16” x 17“x 4.5”
zip pouch built-in compacting zip pouch doubles as a pocket

sold in 3-packs
by color

red

green

blue

grey

black

